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UPDAT
E!Author's Life Calendars?

Writing Farfadel?
Crafts? Where are they?

Recipe!

Wow!



Author's L
ife

Update

Gasp!
No writing has happened as of late
dearies, and certainly none in the

Farfadel universe. 

Sources close to the author report
the author has been busy chasing

down a visiting small child.

This particular small child is very
adorable, and loves crafts.

The

Horro
rs!

Much smol.

This child loves dinosaurs,
very much.



Crafts?
The author wishes to

use this space to
announce that,

actually, they are not
as good or patient

with crafts as they'd
like to be.

The author, therefore, will not be selling their crafts. It is a
whimsically careless decision, but the author thinks it is 

 (perhaps) for the best. 

Also the author does

not have that much

time!
This author is bad at managing their

time, says their cat, who is an experton time management.



Another Truth of the Matter

The author, however, would love to
make crafting tutorials and give away
prizes and goodies. However, will this

ever actually happen?

Sources close to the author doubt it will ever happen. 

Sources (the little dust bunny that lives in the
corner of the desk) says that other sources

say the author is likely to make downloadable
goodies. Much easier!

Yet other sources say the author eats
too many chocolate chip cookies.



Writing Farfadel?
The author's non-existent editor (Hereby named

Existant) is having a tiff!

"There's been exactly 0 pages written

in Farfadel lately!" wails Existant

dramatically.

'I can't even divide that by zero, that's how smallthat is!"

"No writing!"

Not even editing!!"

"What does this author even
do?!"

Existant, after much wailing and dramatic
tears, confirmed that the author intends to
release the sequel to the Dragon Queen's
Cycle for a winter holiday special. Will it

ever happen? Existant is doubtful.



Recipe? No!
 >:(

Author has done some serious cooking lately,
but does not want to share. No sharesies.

Rawr!



Soy sauce, one small part
Ginger, one small part
Vinegar,  half a small part
Garlic two times the part
Sweetener, half a half a
part, so a quarter of a part. 

Here's a recipe!

Bam! Cabbage. Grab a bunch. 
Bam! Carrots. Grab half a bunch

Onions! A half of a half a bunch! (so
one quarter, for you fancy folks)

One bunch of cooked lentils.



Throw it all in a pot and fry it. 
There, you're done. 

Or are you?

Grab your dumpling
wrappers, and wrap away!

You've just made dumplings,
yay!

Use egg to stick your

wrappers shut.

Do NOT soak your wrappers in water (even
accidentally!). They will glue together. Bad.

Now don't forget to fry or boil
the dumplings. Raw = not good.

Only eat cookies raw!



Calendars?!

Author wants calendar >:(

~ actual author's note

A certain snail of great
repute has begun spreading

the rumor of a Farfadel
calendar!

A Farfadel
Calendar?



A bit of talking moss has seconded the rumor of

the calendar, so it must be true!

The author seems to really want a Farfadel
calendar, along with stickers?

Author has a fondness for

stickers, rumors report.

Author hoards stickers,
potentially.



ANYWAYS!

Author wants to say thank you for reading.

Author appreciates much!

TwoLoveBirds


